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Abstract
A cloud environment is the popular shareable computing environments where large number of clients/users are
connected to the common cloud computing environment to access the resources and the services. The presented
work is focused on the concept of effective resource allocation, de-allocation and reallocation in a cloud
environment. To present the concept, we have taken a cloud environment with multiple clouds along with
multiple virtual machines. These all clouds are assigned by a specific priority. Now as the user request arrive, it
performs the request to the priority cloud under its requirements in terms of memory & processor capabilities.
When the client stops the task then the service allocated to the client is released & same can be reallocated to
another client in the waiting. We can also some migration work so that if a cloud is under utilize then its
services are migrated to nearest cloud having sufficient utilization. Hence the work provides efficient allocation,
de-allocation and reallocation of cloud services with minimum need for migration of service from one cloud to
another.
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1.INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing [1] is a technique to provide and maintain data and applications with the help of internet and
remote servers. It provides facility of centralize memory, storage, applications and processing for powerful
computing. Through its centralized computing facilities the cloud computing allows users and organizations to
use applications and other services without local storage and local location. Cloud computing provides
Information Technology (IT) as a service resource.
Cloud environment helps us to create, configure and utilize application remotely. A user only needs to
connect the Internet to avail the facility of cloud computing at anytime and at any location. The cloud computing
services can be available either through private or public networks. All types of popular services such as
mailing, chatting, conferencing are now available through cloud computing.
Cloud computing divided into of two parts or ends called the front part (end) and the back part (end). “The
front end includes client’s devices and applications that are required to access cloud. The back end refers to the
cloud itself. The whole cloud is administered by a central server that is used to monitor client’s demands”.
The presented work is focused on the concept of effective resource allocation, de-allocation and reallocation
in a cloud environment. We can also some migration work so that if a cloud is under utilize then its services are
migrated to nearest cloud having sufficient utilization. Hence the work provides efficient allocation, deallocation and reallocation of cloud services with minimum need for migration of service from one cloud to
another.
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2. RESOURCE SCHEDULING & ALLOCATION
Two main actors involve in cloud computing are cloud providers and the cloud users. Clouds providers i.e.,
cloud itself establish the cloud data centers and various resources to be used by cloud users. Cloud users i.e., end
users can actually use the cloud resources & pay according to their usage. The basic communication
(interaction) between cloud providers and cloud users can be easily understood using Figure 1 below [3].

Figure 1: Interaction between cloud actors

The interaction steps are listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The cloud user initiates a request for any specific resources to the cloud provider.
On receiving the request the cloud provider checks for the availability of specific resource.
If resource exists then assign the resource to the requesting user.
The user now utilizes the services of assigned resources to perform any specific task or application.
When no more service is required then the user releases the resource, pay for the resource & closes the
connection.
The provider now schedule and allocate the resource to other requesting clients. [5, 6].

One interesting aspect of the cloud computing environment is that these actors or say players are generally
from different organization and regions with their own need & interests. “The main goal of cloud providers is to
generate as much revenue as possible with minimum investment on cloud infrastructure.” To achieve this
objective the cloud providers host multiple virtual machines to be used by multiple clients to attain maximum
profit.
Energy efficient Cloud resources allocation consists in identifying and assigning resources to each
incoming user request in such a way, that the user requirements are met, that the least possible number of
resources is used and that data center energy efficiency is optimized. Figure 2 shows the resource allocation and
scheduling scheme for cloud computing.
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Figure 2: Resource Allocation & scheduling in Cloud Computing

2.1 Resource Allocation
In [8] authors wrote “Resource allocation involves deciding what, how many, where, and when to
make the resource available to the user. Typically, users decide the type and amount of the resource containers
to request then providers place the requested resource containers onto nodes in their datacenters. To run the
application efficiently, the type of resource container need to be well matched to the workload characteristics,
and the amount should be sufficient to meet the constraints i.e., job must be completed before its deadline. In an
elastic environment like the Cloud where users can request or return resources dynamically, it is also important
to consider when to make such adjustments.”
2.2 Job Scheduling
In [9] authors wrote “Once the resource containers are given to the user, the application makes a
scheduling decision. In many cases, the application consists of multiple jobs to which the allocated resources are
given. The job scheduler is responsible for assigning preferred resources to a particular job so that the overall
computing resources are utilized effectively. The application also has to make sure each job is given adequate
amount of resources, or its fair share. Such a scheduling decision becomes more complex if the environment is
heterogeneous.”
3. PROPOSED MODEL
The number cloud services on the Internet are increasing in rapid rate. The basic purpose of all of the cloud
services is to provide efficient, effective & varied types of services to their clients. The presented work is
focused on the concept of effective resource allocation, de-allocation and reallocation in a cloud environment.
To present the concept, our work initialize cloud data centers with multiple cloud servers that provide facility of
different types of resources. Now as the user request arrive, it performs the request to the priority cloud under its
requirements in terms of memory & processor capabilities. As the particular cloud will get the request, it will
search for the number of requested processors. If the numbers of processors are available with the current cloud,
the resources will be allocated to that particular client. But if the sufficient numbers of processors are not
available then the search will be performed for the next particular cloud to perform the resource allocation.
When the client stops the task then the service allocated to the client is released & same can be reallocated to
another client in the waiting. We can also some migration work so that if a cloud is under utilize then its
services are migrated to nearest cloud having sufficient utilization. Hence the work provides efficient allocation,
de-allocation and reallocation of cloud services with minimum need for migration of service from one cloud to
another.
Four main activities involve in our work are listed below:
• As soon as user requests arrive schedule them on the cloud servers
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• Depending upon the capabilities of cloud servers allocate the requests to particular server.
• Deallocate the processes when no services are required by the client.
• Process Migration in overload conditions
Figure 3 shows the middle layer along with cloud servers and multiple clients.

Fig 3: Process Scheduling, Allocation and Migration

Whenever user sends application demands requesting for datacenter resources than each and every request
is encapsulated in virtual machine (vm) requests with the help of virtualization to the middle layer. For each vm
request in domain V, server from the resource pool of server nodes is allocated with the help of vm scheduler.
The vm scheduler calculates the utilization of each running server and finds the most suitable server for placing
the vm request according the algorithm proposed and updates the utilization after each placement of vm request.
It also ensures that upper threshold (maximum number of services) must not be crossed. The queue manager at
vm scheduler maintains a queue of allocated vm requests for each server. No other request can placed on the
server until these allocated queues of requests keep executing. On deallocation vm scheduler releases the
resources occupied by the client. It checks for job migration from one server to another when server utilization
is below minimum threshold level [12, 16].
3.1 PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this paper, we propose the solution of efficient allocation & deallocation of cloud services. The main
objectives of our paper are:
• Minimize the number of servers used
• Maximize the resource utilization until upper threshold of utilization is reached
• Optimize the resource allocation strategy by migrating the low utilization server processes to another
nearby server.
For achieving the above goals two thresholds: upper threshold and minimum threshold have been defined.
When utilization of all the running reaches upper threshold i.e., all the services/resources of a server are
consumed then we start the new server for mapping the requests.
Following three algorithms explain the basic concepts of our proposed work on efficient service allocation,
de-allocation and migration concepts.
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Algorithm: Allocation Process
1. Initialize & Start the servers on Cloud Datacenters
2. Accept ClientId & No. of CPUs requested.
3. Start the allocation process for client ClientId on First Server.
4. If remaining Capacity of server is more than the requested CPUs then
(i) Place the request of ClientId on the server.
(ii) Update the utilization Percentage and remaining capacity of server.
(iii) Set allocated status to true for the client ClientId.
(iv) Exit.
Else
(i) Start the allocation process for client ClientId on Next Server.
(ii) Goto Step 4.
[end of If]
5. If no next server available then
Write: “Datacenter is Out of Server”.
6. Exit.
Algorithm: De-allocation Process
1. Accept ClientId & No. of CPUs to deallocated.
2. If allocated status is false for clientId then
Write: “No Allocation is performed by the client” & Exit.
3. If No of CPUs more than the allocated CPUs then
Write: “Deallocation of CPUs must be less than or equal to allocated CPUs” & Exit.
4. Perform deallocation from the allotted server.
5. Update the utilization Percentage and remaining capacity of server.
6. Exit
Algorithm: Migration Process
1. Set i := 1.
2. Repeat while I <= MaxServer
3. If UtilizationPer of Server server[i] < 40 then
(i) Set sid1 := server[i].
(ii) Set no. of CPUs for migration
(iii) break
[end of If]
[end of Loop]
4. if( I = MaxServer) then Write: “No server is under Utilized” & Exit.
5. Set i := 1.
6. Repeat while I <= MaxServer
7. If UtilizationPer of Server server[i] >= 40 then
(i) Set sid2 := server[i].
(ii) break.
[end of If]
[end of Loop]
8. if( I = MaxServer) then Write: “No server has the required Utilization” & Exit.
9. Update the remaining capacity of server ids sid1 & sid2
10. Update the utilization value of server ids sid1 & sid2
11. Write: "Resource of server id sid1 is migrating to server id sid2.
12. Exit.
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4.

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
We compare result of proposed algorithm with the work of other previous researchers. The metric used for
comparison is the number of servers started with respect to number of virtual machines requested. We compare
our work with following algorithms:
• Greedy First-fit, “it assigns a VM request to the first scanned physical server that satisfies the
demands of all resources for that specific request” [13, 14].
• Min-min, “the VM request with the lowest CPU capacity or lowest minimum completion time
requirement is assigned first” [15].
• Load balancing technique, “in this technique requests are fulfilled after checking the minimum and
maximum threshold values. If threshold values are satisfied then allocation is performed ” [16].
Figure 4 below shows the comparative chart of existing techniques and proposed algorithm for efficient service
allocation and deallocation on cloud computing.

Figure 4: Simulation Results

As seen from the simulation result shown in figure 4 above, it is clear that the proposed algorithm is able to
produce better results when compared to first fit, min-min and load balancing algorithm. From the results we
can say that the numbers of running servers are being reduced with help of our algorithm thereby avoiding the
overload and overheating. The energy consumption is also reduced as less number of servers are started by the
proposed algorithm. The total operational cost is also reduced.
5.

CONCLUSION
Cloud computing is a technique to provide and maintain data and applications with the help of internet and
remote servers. The presented work is focused on the concept of effective resource allocation, de-allocation and
reallocation in a cloud environment. As the particular cloud will get the request, it will search for the number of
requested processors. If the numbers of processors are available with the current cloud, the resources will be
allocated to that particular client. But if the sufficient numbers of processors are not available then the search
will be performed for the next particular cloud to perform the resource allocation. When the client stops the task
then the service allocated to the client is released & same can be reallocated to another client in the waiting. We
can also some migration work so that if a cloud is under utilize then its services are migrated to nearest cloud
having sufficient utilization. Hence the work provides efficient allocation, de-allocation and reallocation of
cloud services with minimum need for migration of service from one cloud to another.
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